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Sometime we make our own tight places – play challenges
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range does not apply to all situations.

We are more likely to overcall in the low end of the range after
partner passes, and where our defense will be helped by the bid
or we can preempt useful levels of bidding by opponents. In
every case holding 6-9 HCP, the majority of these points will
be in the overcall suit - NO EXCEPTIONS. With headless
length in a weak hand we pass and balance later.
We might overcall with hands slightly stronger than 16 HCP if doing so eliminates rebid problems or the
risk that opponents bidding will obscure our suit.
In general, the more HCP you hold in partner’s suit when they overcall, the more likely their overcall is
on solid opening values. Here East’s singleton diamond is unhelpful.
West’s 2NT showed extras and texture. Here extras simply means 13-15 HCP. East’s 3♣ continued the
search for the right strain. There is a small inference that NT isn’t what East wants to hear. West’s 3 NT
sounds hopeful and resigned. You have to play well enough to make hope pay off.
The Play
Declarer can count 4 winners. A successful finesse in clubs might bring home 5 tricks if the suit breaks
well. Spades should play for 3 tricks based on South’s opening bid. 3 spades 5 clubs and 1 heart make 9
tricks. West ducks the opening lead to South, who promptly cashes 2 top diamonds then switches to a
small spade (a club switch would much worse). Declarer let the spade ride to the table, then back analysis
with conviction. The ♣J was led and passed. A small club to the Ace and a heart back to the board
enabled declarer to deliver the plan.
3NT by West making 3 for +400 was worth 9 Matchpoints out of 11.
Postmortem
If south continues a 3rd diamond at trick 4, declarer can come to 9 tricks by 3 clubs, 2 diamonds, 3 spades
and 1 heart. Try it!
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